Following the historic course of democratization, or more precisely Samuel P. Huntington’s “Three Waves of Democratization”, we can notice that last couple of years are showing failure of the base principles of democracy. People in Europe and all over the world are no longer able to protect their political will and freedom of choice. Technological revolution, gave us many freedoms but still it gave us the tools that are helping the rise of populism and xenophobia in inevitably globalized world. This is the concern for our society and at the same time for the notion of democracy in it’s traditional sense. Ideas or tools of Democracy need to be changed in the future in order to protect minorities, differences and freedoms of all people. Social system of humanity has been changing in history and it will continue to change in the future. The transitional period that we are living in is difficult and naturally people are finding solutions by supporting populist regimes and politicians. Democratic systems in the future will have to protect democratic choice and way of living rather then sometimes blind will of majority. We will have to protect traditional values of the democratic society such as equality before the law, equal representation, freedom of expression and choice rather then allowing the democratic system as such institutionalize irresponsible and undemocratic behavior.